6360 ALS®/SLS LEVEL III RETENTION™ HOLSTER
6360 ALS®/SLS LEVEL III RETENTION™ HOLSTER
6362/6365 ALS®/SLS HI-RIDE AND LOW-RIDE LEVEL III
RETENTION HOLSTER
The 6360/6362/6365 ALS®/SLS Level III Retention™ duty holsters are
sturdy, lightweight, and provide an extra measure of security while
on patrol. The ALS® (Automatic Locking System) builds on the foundation of the SLS (Self Locking System) to offer Level III Retention™.
The SLS rotating hood closure allows for a smoother, single-motion
draw, and greater protection against attempted weapon takeaways.
Simply depress the hood and push forward to release. The ALS system
automatically secures the weapon once holstered, and keeps it that
way until released via the thumb lever. The release is achieved in an
intuitive motion as the weapon is drawn.
Model 6360:
Mid-ride

The Hood Guard, an external shield over the thumb lever, provides
additional safety by protecting the release mechanism against takeaway attempts. The 6360/6362/6365 holsters can be easily upgraded
to Level IV Retention® using the optional Sentry device.
Constructed of durable SafariLaminate™ material, it is lined with suede
to protect the gun’s sights and finish. For a snug and comfortable fit,
the mid-ride belt loop allows the holster to ride close to the body.
The 6365 low-ride model carries the weapon 1.5” lower on the belt,
and the 6362 hi-ride carries the weapon 1.5” higher on the belt.
These holsters feature the molded Universal Belt Loop (UBL) in two
sizes to mount to a 2” (50mm) or 2.25” (58mm) duty belt.
PATENTED

ALS®/SLS RETENTION SYSTEMS
Model 6362: Hi-ride

Model 6365: Low-ride

FEATURES




ALS® (Automatic Locking System) secures weapon once holstered;
simple straight-up draw once all releases are deactivated
SLS (Self Locking System) Rotating Hood for protection against
attempted takeaways



Level IV Retention™ with optional Sentry device installed



Slim, compact design allows weapon to ride close to body
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Mid-ride position on 7360 allows for excellent firearm protection
and quick, easy draw
Available in Plain Black, Basketweave, Hi Gloss, Nylon Look, STX or
STX Tactical® finishes (all colors)

*Offered for weapons with and without rail mounted lights

